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Terms and Conditions 

 The “100% Sportsbook Welcome Bonus” and “50% Casino Welcome Bonus” defined below 

(jointly the “Welcome Bonus”) offer is valid for any NEW customers who register a new 

Account with Bet9ja and deposit using any online method listed on the website excluding 

Opay. 

 Users who register for the Account at one of Bet9ja’s land-based shops are eligible for the 

100% Sportsbook Welcome Bonus only subject to the first qualifying deposit conditions 

being met and will not be eligible for 50% Casino Welcome Bonus. 

 Only one Bet9ja Account may be registered per person, according to Bet9ja’s General Terms 

and Conditions. Only one Welcome Bonus per Account (including, without limitation, 

person, household address, email address, mobile number, debit/credit card number) may 

be granted. Duplicate accounts, including any Account registered after the closure of the 

Account, will be closed and do not qualify for this offer. Any winnings obtained from the 

Welcome Bonus obtained in breach of these Terms and Conditions and/or or in Error will 

void in their entirety without limiting Bet9ja’s rights under the General Terms and 

Conditions. 

 The “qualifying deposit” will be the first deposit made into the Account made via one of 

Bet9ja’s available online deposit methods ONLY, with the payment method that belongs to 

the registered Account holder.  Minimum deposit limits apply.  Any deposits made by 

anyone other than the registered Account user and/or with the payment method that 

belongs to a third party, will not be deemed as the qualifying Deposits to the Account via the 

Transfer of Funds option will not be deemed as the qualifying deposit. No subsequent 

deposits will be eligible for the Welcome Bonus. 

 Only one bonus per person, household address, email address, mobile number, debit/credit 

card number is allowed. Duplicate accounts will be closed and do not qualify for this offer. 

Any winnings obtained unlawfully from the bonus will be removed. 

 If we determine that a deposit into your Account is from a bank account or other payment 

method held or issues not in your name, or from the monies provided to you by a third party 

to be used for wagering, then we may elect to refund the deposit directly back to its source 

and void the Welcome Bonus. If this determination occurs after bets have been placed 

under your Account, your bets will be voided and we will not be obliged to pay any winnings 

which might otherwise have been payable to you or reimburse you for any loss incurred. 
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 Once the qualifying deposit has been credited to the Account, the following deposit 

wagering requirements must be met: full amount of the qualifying deposit must be staked 

(single bets or multiple bets) on any sports market with odds 3.00 or greater, excluding 

any/all split column bets (the “qualifying bets”). Split column bets will not count towards 

deposit wagering requirements. Upon settlement of all the qualifying bets, Welcome Bonus 

will be credited to the bonus balance of the Account as follows: 

 

(a) Bet9ja will credit the Customer’s Account with the bonus funds equal to 100% of the qualifying 

deposit amount up to a maximum of N100,000 (the “100% Sportsbook Welcome Bonus”). 100% 

Sportsbook Bonus can be used for sports bets only and subject to the maximum wager of N30,000 

(thirty thousand) per bet and/or per event. For example: If you make a qualifying deposit of N4,000, 

you will get 100% Sportsbook Welcome Bonus of N4,000. If you make a qualifying deposit of N5,000, 

you will get a 100% Sportsbook Welcome Bonus of N5,000. If you make a qualifying deposit of 

N100,000 or more, you will still get a 100% Sportsbook Welcome Bonus of N100,000. You can only 

wager the maximum of N30,000 of Sportsbook Welcome Bonus funds in one bet regardless of the 

number of events selected for the respective bet. You can only wager the maximum of N30,000 of 

Sportsbook Welcome Bonus funds per event, regardless if one event is selected for a single bet or if 

multiple bets are placed containing the same event. 

 (b) Bet9Ja will credit the Customer’s Account with the bonus funds equal to 50% of the qualifying 

deposit amount up to N50,000 (the “50% Casino Welcome Bonus”). The 50% Casino Welcome Bonus 

can be used for casino bets only.  Please allow up to 24 hours for the 50% Casino Welcome Bonus to 

be credited after the 100% Sportsbook Welcome Bonus has been credited into your Account.  For 

example: if you make a qualifying deposit of N4,000, you will get a 50% Casino Welcome Bonus of 

N2,000.  If you make a qualifying deposit of N100,000 or more, you will get a 50% Casino Welcome 

Bonus of bonus of N50,000. 

 The 100% Sportsbook Welcome Bonus amount cannot be converted into cash funds and/or 

withdrawn unless the entire 100% Sportsbook Welcome Bonus has been wagered and 

settled a minimum of 10 times on any sports market with odds 3.00 or greater within 30 

(thirty) calendar days from the date the bonus funds are credited into the Account (the 

“Sports Bonus Wagering Requirements”). Minimum bet requirements apply. For example: 

you get N1,000 in bonus funds as 100% Sportsbook Welcome Bonus. You will have to play a 

total of N10,000 on sports with overall odds of 3.00 or higher and all your bonus bets must 

be settled within 30 (thirty) days before the bonus funds can be withdrawn, if any. If you do 

not satisfy the Sports Bonus Wagering Requirements, all bonus funds will be void. 

 The 50% Casino Welcome Bonus cannot be converted into cash and/or withdrawn unless the 

entire 50% Casino Welcome Bonus has been staked no less than 40 times with the minimum 

bet of N50 and the maximum bet of N10,000 within 7 (seven) calendar days from the 50% 

Casino Welcome Bonus fund are credited into the Account on the following casino games, 

MOBILE VERSION ONLY: ‘Spin &amp; Win’, ‘Lucky Dice’, ‘Take The Shot’, ‘Baccarat, ‘Hot 

Shot’ and ‘Africa Roulette’ (the “Casino Bonus Wagering Requirements”). For example: if you 

receive N500 Casino Welcome Bonus funds, you have to stake the total of N20,000 in bonus 

funds on the games included in Casino Bonus Wagering Requirements within 7 (seven) 

calendar days before it can be withdrawn, if any. If you do not satisfy the Casino Bonus 

Wagering Requirements, all bonus funds will be void. 



 Where any term of the Welcome Bonus is breached or there is any suspicion of a series of 

bets placed by a customer or group of customers, which due to the Welcome Bonus results 

in guaranteed customer profits irrespective of the outcome, whether individually or as part 

of a group, Bet9ja may reclaim the Welcome Bonus and/or void any bet funded by the 

Welcome Bonus, In addition, where there is evidence of such activity, Bet9ja may levy an 

administration charge on the customers up to the value of the Welcome Bonus towards the 

administrative costs incurred in identifying and taking action against the activity. 

 In the event of a breach in any of these terms and conditions, Bet9ja reserves the right to 

take such applicable action as it deems appropriate in its absolute discretion. Such action 

includes, without limitation to any right of Bet9ja listed above, under the General Terms and 

Conditions or in law, to void any bonus or bonus winning derived from any breach of these 

terms and conditions. 

 Bet9ja will also award one Bet9ja League Free Bets upon first deposit. There may be a delay 

of up to 15 minutes in the crediting of the free bets. Terms and conditions apply. Click here 

to view. 

 Bet9ja General Terms and Conditions and the General Bonus Terms and Conditions apply. 

 Bet9ja reserves the right to modify, suspend or discontinue the 100% Welcome Bonus at its 

sole discretion and without informing the customer. 
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be granted. Duplicate accounts, including any Account registered after the closure of the 

Account, will be closed and do not qualify for this offer. Any winnings obtained from the 

Welcome Bonus obtained in breach of these Terms and Conditions and/or or in Error will 

void in their entirety without limiting Bet9ja’s rights under the General Terms and 

Conditions. 

 The “qualifying deposit” will be the first deposit made into the Account made via one of 

Bet9ja’s available online deposit methods ONLY, with the payment method that belongs to 

the registered Account holder.  Minimum deposit limits apply.  Any deposits made by 

anyone other than the registered Account user and/or with the payment method that 

belongs to a third party, will not be deemed as the qualifying Deposits to the Account via the 

Transfer of Funds option will not be deemed as the qualifying deposit. No subsequent 

deposits will be eligible for the Welcome Bonus. 

 Only one bonus per person, household address, email address, mobile number, debit/credit 

card number is allowed. Duplicate accounts will be closed and do not qualify for this offer. 

Any winnings obtained unlawfully from the bonus will be removed. 

 If we determine that a deposit into your Account is from a bank account or other payment 

method held or issues not in your name, or from the monies provided to you by a third party 

to be used for wagering, then we may elect to refund the deposit directly back to its source 

and void the Welcome Bonus. If this determination occurs after bets have been placed 

under your Account, your bets will be voided and we will not be obliged to pay any winnings 

which might otherwise have been payable to you or reimburse you for any loss incurred. 

 Once the qualifying deposit has been credited to the Account, the following deposit 

wagering requirements must be met: full amount of the qualifying deposit must be staked 

(single bets or multiple bets) on any sports market with odds 3.00 or greater, excluding 

any/all split column bets (the “qualifying bets”). Split column bets will not count towards 

deposit wagering requirements. Upon settlement of all the qualifying bets, Welcome Bonus 

will be credited to the bonus balance of the Account as follows: 

 

(a) Bet9ja will credit the Customer’s Account with the bonus funds equal to 100% of the qualifying 

deposit amount up to a maximum of N100,000 (the “100% Sportsbook Welcome Bonus”). 100% 

Sportsbook Bonus can be used for sports bets only and subject to the maximum wager of N30,000 

(thirty thousand) per bet and/or per event. For example: If you make a qualifying deposit of N4,000, 

you will get 100% Sportsbook Welcome Bonus of N4,000. If you make a qualifying deposit of N5,000, 

you will get a 100% Sportsbook Welcome Bonus of N5,000. If you make a qualifying deposit of 

N100,000 or more, you will still get a 100% Sportsbook Welcome Bonus of N100,000. You can only 

wager the maximum of N30,000 of Sportsbook Welcome Bonus funds in one bet regardless of the 

number of events selected for the respective bet. You can only wager the maximum of N30,000 of 

Sportsbook Welcome Bonus funds per event, regardless if one event is selected for a single bet or if 

multiple bets are placed containing the same event. 

 (b) Bet9Ja will credit the Customer’s Account with the bonus funds equal to 50% of the qualifying 

deposit amount up to N50,000 (the “50% Casino Welcome Bonus”). The 50% Casino Welcome Bonus 

can be used for casino bets only.  Please allow up to 24 hours for the 50% Casino Welcome Bonus to 

be credited after the 100% Sportsbook Welcome Bonus has been credited into your Account.  For 

example: if you make a qualifying deposit of N4,000, you will get a 50% Casino Welcome Bonus of 

N2,000.  If you make a qualifying deposit of N100,000 or more, you will get a 50% Casino Welcome 

Bonus of bonus of N50,000. 



 The 100% Sportsbook Welcome Bonus amount cannot be converted into cash funds and/or 

withdrawn unless the entire 100% Sportsbook Welcome Bonus has been wagered and 

settled a minimum of 10 times on any sports market with odds 3.00 or greater within 30 

(thirty) calendar days from the date the bonus funds are credited into the Account (the 

“Sports Bonus Wagering Requirements”). Minimum bet requirements apply. For example: 

you get N1,000 in bonus funds as 100% Sportsbook Welcome Bonus. You will have to play a 

total of N10,000 on sports with overall odds of 3.00 or higher and all your bonus bets must 

be settled within 30 (thirty) days before the bonus funds can be withdrawn, if any. If you do 

not satisfy the Sports Bonus Wagering Requirements, all bonus funds will be void. 

 The 50% Casino Welcome Bonus cannot be converted into cash and/or withdrawn unless the 

entire 50% Casino Welcome Bonus has been staked no less than 40 times with the minimum 

bet of N50 and the maximum bet of N10,000 within 7 (seven) calendar days from the 50% 

Casino Welcome Bonus fund are credited into the Account on the following casino games, 
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Shot’ and ‘Africa Roulette’ (the “Casino Bonus Wagering Requirements”). For example: if you 

receive N500 Casino Welcome Bonus funds, you have to stake the total of N20,000 in bonus 

funds on the games included in Casino Bonus Wagering Requirements within 7 (seven) 

calendar days before it can be withdrawn, if any. If you do not satisfy the Casino Bonus 

Wagering Requirements, all bonus funds will be void. 

 Where any term of the Welcome Bonus is breached or there is any suspicion of a series of 

bets placed by a customer or group of customers, which due to the Welcome Bonus results 

in guaranteed customer profits irrespective of the outcome, whether individually or as part 

of a group, Bet9ja may reclaim the Welcome Bonus and/or void any bet funded by the 

Welcome Bonus, In addition, where there is evidence of such activity, Bet9ja may levy an 

administration charge on the customers up to the value of the Welcome Bonus towards the 

administrative costs incurred in identifying and taking action against the activity. 

 In the event of a breach in any of these terms and conditions, Bet9ja reserves the right to 

take such applicable action as it deems appropriate in its absolute discretion. Such action 

includes, without limitation to any right of Bet9ja listed above, under the General Terms and 

Conditions or in law, to void any bonus or bonus winning derived from any breach of these 

terms and conditions. 

 Bet9ja will also award one Bet9ja League Free Bets upon first deposit. There may be a delay 

of up to 15 minutes in the crediting of the free bets. Terms and conditions apply. Click here 

to view. 

 Bet9ja General Terms and Conditions and the General Bonus Terms and Conditions apply. 

 Bet9ja reserves the right to modify, suspend or discontinue the 100% Welcome Bonus at its 

sole discretion and without informing the customer. 
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